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Here are the students from the Omaha area who received degrees during commencement exercises at UNL this weekend.
Omaha-area students receive degrees at UNL's first in-person ceremonies since start of COVID
SAN DIEGO, April 27, 2021 /PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- January Therapeutics today announced the appointment of Daniel ... his B.S. from Boston University in Biomedical Engineering and a Ph.D. in ...
January Therapeutics Announces Appointment of Dr. Daniel C. Maneval, PhD as Chief Scientific Officer
Isabella Sanders is earning an MBA from the Scheller College of Business and a Ph.D. from the H. Milton Stewart School of Industrial and Systems Engineering. In Fall 2019, Sanders earned a master’s in ...
Isabella Sanders Earns Two More Tech Degrees
Arch Therapeutics, Inc. (OTCQB: ARTH) (“Arch” or the “Company”), developer of novel self-assembling wound care and biosurgical devices, presents two clinical case reports supporting the broad ...
Arch Therapeutics’ AC5® Advanced Wound System Presents with Recognition at the 2021 Symposium ...
Excision BioTherapeutics (“Excision”), a leading developer of potentially curative CRISPR anti-viral therapies to improve patient lives, today announced the addition of gene therapy and rare disease ...
Excision BioTherapeutics Adds Gene Therapy Expert Nicole Paulk, Ph.D., to its Scientific Advisory Board
A potential new vaccine developed by members of the Duke Human Vaccine Institute has proven effective in protecting monkeys and mice from a variety of coronavirus infections - including SARS-CoV-2 as ...
Duke scientists develop new potential coronavirus vaccine – it’s already effective in animal studies
Snow avalanches affect transportation corridors and settlements worldwide. In many mountainous regions, robust records of avalanche frequency and magnitude are sparse or non-existent. However, ...
Erich Peitzsch, Ph.D
Plaintiff, a customer, claimed that, by this conduct, TD Ameritrade, its parent, and its CEO violated Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b), and Securities ...
Eighth Circuit Holds Rule 23(b)(3)’s Predominance Requirement Not Met in Securities Fraud Action Against Brokerage Firm
MEI Pharma, Inc. (NASDAQ: MEIP), a late-stage pharmaceutical company focused on advancing new therapies for cancer, today reported results ...
MEI Pharma Reports Third Quarter Fiscal 2021 Results and Operational Highlights
The Trellus Health Board of Directors also welcomed Christopher Mills of Harwood Capital and Daniel Mahony, PhD from Polar Capital as Non-Executive Directors. Trellus Health Co-Founders ...
Trellus Health Announces Experienced Leaders to Drive Next Phase of Growth
"We are delighted that Bruce is joining us as Chief Scientific Officer," said Myeloid Chief Executive Officer Daniel ... a B.S. in medical microbiology from Wake Forest University and a Ph.D ...
Myeloid Therapeutics Appoints Leading Immunologist, Cell and Gene Therapy Expert Bruce McCreedy, Ph.D., as Chief Scientific Officer
The Warren Alpert Foudation has awarded its 2021 prize to two scientists for discoveries in RNA biology and function ...
Workhorse Molecule at Center Stage
Globalization and new technologies have deepened the divide between the haves and have-nots in advanced economies. So Olivier Blanchard, the former chief economist at the International Monetary Fund ...
Will there be enough good jobs?
A potential new vaccine developed by members of the Duke Human Vaccine Institute has proven effective in protecting monkeys and mice from a variety of coronavirus infections -- including SARS-CoV-2 as ...
New vaccine blocks COVID-19 and variants, plus other coronaviruses
"The main thing that distinguishes the hearing aid from the hearing amplifier is that hearing aids are fitted by audiologists," said Daniel B. Polley, PhD, a professor at Harvard Medical School.
A guide to hearing amplifiers - how they work, how to use them, and why they aren't hearing aid substitutes
Find video interviews with some of the coolest Black Hat Asia experts right here, as part of the Dark Reading News Desk this week.
Black Hat Asia Speakers Share Secrets About Sandboxes, Smart Doors, and Security
Daniel Adan Lopez, Ph.D. candidate in the Epidemiology program who is first author on the study recently published in the journal Frontiers in Public Health. "That's what's exciting about these ...
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Researchers find breastfeeding linked to higher neurocognitive testing scores
Daniel Adan Lopez, Ph.D. candidate in the Epidemiology program who is first author on the study recently published in the journal Frontiers in Public Health. "That's what's exciting about these ...
Breastfed children score higher on neurocognitive tests, study finds
MEI Pharma’s (MEIP) President and CEO, Daniel P. Gold, Ph.D said, “Collectively ... Ib study AML [Acute myelogenous leukemia] and B-cell malignancies, with data expected in 2021, the ...
MEI Pharma Presents Positive Preclinical Data For Cancer Drug Voruciclib
Trellus Health, a leading resilience-driven connected health solution for chronic conditions, announced several important additions to its executive team and board of directors. The company named Alex ...
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